ABSTRACT. One more approach to dilation theorems for contraction semigroups is presented. The result is obtained by applying the '-dilation theorem for '-semigroups to a '-semigroup with the algebraic operation defined in a special way.
Introduction.
The purpose of this note is to present still another approach to the dilation problem for contraction semigroups in Hilbert spaces. Its general idea can be viewed as a counterpart of Sz.-Nagy's method of the proof of the Halmos-Bram characterization of subnormal operators [3] . The convenient and reasonably general setting for this approach seems to be the one following Mlak [1] , where special subsemigroups of ordered groups are treated. Most of the known theorems concerning contraction semigroups give their unitary dilations rather than coisometric extensions, although these two concepts are closely related. Therefore, as far as the existence of a coisometric extension of a contraction semigroup is concerned, the result of this paper is known. But the method to obtain it is quite different from the known ones. The classical Sz.-Nagy approach to this problem for one contraction carried over later by Mlak to the case of ordered groups involves the application of the dilation theorem for groups to a special positive definite function constructed from a contraction. As a consequence a unitary dilation of a contraction (contraction semigroup) is obtained [4, Chapter I. 8, 1, Theorem 2.1]. In what follows a slightly unusual *-semigroup will be constructed and the '-dilation theorem will be applied. This leads directly to a coisometric extension of a semigroup of contractions.
Preliminaries.
L{H) stands for the algebra of all linear, bounded operators in a complex Hilbert space H. The identity map in H will be denoted by lu. A semigroup S is called a '-semigroup if an involution (i.e. a mapping * : S -► S such that {st)* = t*s*, (s*)* = s, s,t G S) is defined on S. It will be assumed that "-semigroups have unit 1 satisfying 1* = 1. Let S be a "-semigroup. An operator V G L{H) is called a coisometry if VV* = Ih-If S is a semigroup, a semigroup homomorphism p: S -► L{H) will be called coisometric if each p{s) is a coisometry, s G S. In particular, if V G L{H) is a coisometry and N denotes the additive semigroup of all nonnegative integers, then the mappping p: N -> L{H), p{n) = Vn, n G N is a coisometric semigroup homomorphism. Let G be a commutative group with the algebraic operation denoted by + and the unit denoted by 0. Suppose that G+ is a subsemigroup of G that satisfies: G+ U (-G+) = G, G+ n (-G+) -{0}. Then G+ induces a total order relation in G defined by the condition: m < n if n -m G G+, n, m G G. In such a case it will be said that G is ordered by the subsemigroup G+. Conversely, every total order relation < in G determines uniquely the subsemigroup G+ of all nonnegative elements which satisfies the above conditions. G = Z and G = R are two typical and most natural examples of such a group.
3. The result. Let G be a commutative group ordered by the subsemigroup G+. In the set G+ x G+ define:
an involution: {m,n)* = (n,m), m,nG G+, an algebraic operation: for {j, k), {m,n) G G+ X G+:
PROPOSITION 1. The structure {G+ x G+, #,* ) is a '-semigroup with the unit (0,0). The mapping G+ -> G+ x G+ defined by n -* (n,0), n G G+ ¿s a 1-1 semigroup homomorphism.
PROOF. The main point is to prove that the operation # is associative. Here are the results of calculations: Pq: G+ -> L{K) defined by po{n) -p{n,0), n G G+, is a coisometric semigroup homomorphism and p{m,n) -po{n)*po{m), {m,n) G G#.
(b) If po : G+ -> L{K) is a coisometric semigroup homomorphism then p: G* -> L{K) defined by p{m,n) -Po{n)* Po{rn), {m,n) G G# is a * -semigroup homomorphism.
This proposition makes it clear why the operation # has been introduced. Let 5 be a semigroup. A semigroup homomorphism n: S -► L{H) will be said to have a coisometric extension if there is a Hubert space K and a coisometric semigroup homomorphism po: S -► L{K) such that H C K, H is invariant for each po{s), s G S, and 7r(s) = po{s)\H. The following remark will be used. It is stated and proved here for the sake of completeness.
REMARK [3] . Suppose H,K are Hubert spaces, H C K, P is the orthogonal (i) ||7r(n)|| < 1 for each n G G+, (ii) <p is PD on G*, (iii) <p is '-dilatable, (iv) TV has a coisometric extension. Moreover, (iii) and (iv) are related as follows: If {K,p,R) is a '-dilation of ip, then H c K, R: H -> K is the isometric embedding and po: G+ -> L{K) defined by po{n) = p{n,0), n G G+, is a coisometric extension of it. Conversely, if po'-G+ -> L{K) is a coisometric extension of'tt, ifR: H -» K is the inclusion map and if p: G* -» L{K) is defined by p{m,n) -po{n)*po{m), {m,n) G G*, then {K,p,R) is a '-dilation off.
PROOF. (iv)=>(i) is clear.
(iii)=>(iv). Let {K,p,R) be a "-dilation of <p. p: G* -► L{K) is a "-semigroup homomorphism. By Proposition 2(a), po: G+ -► L{K) defined by po{n) = p{n,0), n G G+, is a coisometric semigroup homomorphism and p{m,n) = po{n)*p{m), (m, n) G G*. {K, p, R) is a "-dilation of ip, hence 7r(n)*7r(m) = <p{m,n) = R*p{m,n)R -R*po{n)*po{m)R, m,nG G+.
Since R'R -<p{0,0) = Ih, H can be treated as a subspace of K and P = R* as the orthogonal projection of K onto H. Thus, 7r(n)*7r(m) = Ppo{n)*no{m)\H, m,nGG+.
For each arbitrarily fixed m G G+ this equality gives 7r(m) = Ppo{m)\H {n = 0) and 7r(m)*7r(m) = Ppo{m)*po{m)\H (n = m). By the above remark, H is invariant for po(ra) and, clearly, 7r(m) = po{m)\H. Thus 7T has a coisometric extension po-(i)=Kii). Take ß = (m,n), 7 = (k,j) G G*. Then Thus tp is PDonG*. Finally, a contraction semigroup will be considered on a subsemigroup of an ordered group, which is isomorphic neither to Z nor to R. EXAMPLE. Fix a real, irrational number a. The set G = {am + n: m,n G Z} with the addition is a subgroup of the group R. The group G is ordered by the subsemigroup G+ = {am + n G G: am + n > 0}. The mapping (m, n) -> am + n, m, n G It establishes a group isomorphism of the group Z2 = Z x Z with the usual addition onto G. Thus Z2 can be ordered by the subsemigroup Z\ -{{m,n) G Z2 : am + n > 0}. The above group isomorphism becomes an order-isomorphism. Now fix a selfadjoint operator S G L{H), a nonzero positive operator P G L{H) and two real numbers a, b. Define 7r : G+ -► L{H) by 7r(am + n) = exp(-{am + n)P + i{am + bn)S), am + n G G+.
It is immediate that n is a semigroup homomorphism of G+ into the multiplicative semigroup L{H). Each 7r(am + n), am + n G G+, is a contraction, because ||exp(5)|| < 1 if and only if ReB < 0 for an arbitrary operator B G L{H). Now the Theorem implies that the corresponding function <p defined in its statement is "-dilatable on the "-semigroup G# and that tt has a coisometric extension.
